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VoipNow Component

Type Details Support Zone Ticket ID JIRA Ticket ID

Exit from voicemail to operator by pressing 0 key. - VNP-48539,VNP-
48534

Only HTTPS is permitted when authorizing Apps.   NNL-313679 VNP-48500

Improved SIP server and PBX monitoring with basic functionality checks. - VNP-48492

fault ordering of call history records. comes first in deNewest - VNP-48543

Several interface improvements for small resolutions. - VNP-48516,VNP-
48394

Captcha also required for OpenID Auth. RVM-751212 VNP-48608

Improved web server security. - VNP-48606

Fixed MWI notifications for extensions with numeric separator. XVN-813860 VNP-48594

Fixed transfer to extension from test IVR contexts. - VNP-48585

Fixed CallerID on extensions created using template. - VNP-48570

When calling an extension's voicemail with *95<ext>, we now play the maibox number without *95. SZT-412427 VNP-48565

Fixed PBX deadlock in voicemail for extensions lacking notification email setting. PTH-428657 ,MSL-
132136

VNP-48563, VNP-
48465

Fixed possible crontab scripts issue caused by missing database connectivity. - VNP-48559

PBX server does not restart unless VoipNow is fully installed. - VNP-48553

Fixed a potential buffer overflow that might lead to PBX crashes. - VNP-48551

Fixed status check for extensions contacted from CallNow. - VNP-48546

Fixed error on CallNow function.image validation with - VNP-48541

Fixed the channel prefix so that it applies for outgoing calls. - VNP-48523

Fixed licenses errors with license keys issued by Parallels. - VNP-48519

Fixed potential SIP server crash caused by the global list of configs being empty during initialization of a child 
process.

PXW-875737 VNP-48512

Fixed an issue in libs3 caused by 100 Continue header during PUT requests, resulting in HTTP statuses 
being ignored.

TKO-711680 VNP-48508

Response class of the HTTPClient package is now included manually as it does not respect naming 
conventions.

- VNP-48490

Fixed server_args in tftp config. - VNP-48481

Fixed channel re-enable for channels missing nodeID configuration. - VNP-48477



Fixed libresolve appending local hostname while trying to resolve a domain name from a list of DNS servers. - VNP-48473

Using  instead of  in astsync to avoid invalid configs on machines without sufficient disk space.move copy - VNP-48463

Fixed phone language fallback in voicemail. - VNP-48457

Made SIP loadbalancer timeouts smaller to avoid issues on single node deployments. - VNP-48451

Fixed wrong contact IP and port settings for extensions behind NAT without fixed IP. - VNP-48447

Fixed fax notifications that were not sent on servers upgraded from VoipNow 2.5. - VNP-48443

Fixed call timeout when Call Interactive is used in an IVR. - VNP-48441

Fixed storage limit for voicemail on upgrade. - VNP-48437

Fixed SQL errors in groups assign process. - VNP-48435

Fixed IVR access of options # and * (error occurred and options could not be edited). ZCA-148099 VNP-48429

Header  is now correctly set for OPTIONS in NAT infrastructure.From - VNP-48414

Fixed several issues in language utils with merging translations and character encoding. - VNP-48412

srvmonitor is disabled during upgrade to prevent services from restarting with invalid configs. - VNP-48396

Fixed potential Distributed database safety dump when errors occurred during the process. - VNP-48360

Fixed voicemail notification set from email templates not to be sent if the user's email address is missing. - VNP-48354

All dates returned and set by UnifiedAPI use the timezone of the authenticated user. - VNP-48105

Fixed error in call report export procedure. AWQ-484890, ACB-
513916

VNP-48029

Call Interactive answers IVR calls if the call was not already answered. - VNP-48600

Non-printing chars removed from AJAX calls. WLE-674897 VNP-47689

When calling multiple targets, we treat 183 as 180 to avoid ringing problems. - VNP-45428

Fail reason saved for failed auth due to invalid credentials. - VNP-48483

Added /var/lib/asterisk path to back up procedures. XUK-683885 VNP-48616

Automation Component

No changes were made.
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